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81. I K T R O D U C T O R Y .  
As early as 1922,  Datbl o k d  in the absorption spectrum of potassium a 
few diffuse lines asmiated with the principal series lines. T h w  lines appeared 
in absorption only at conlparatiwly high pressur- and seemed to have no 
correspondence with the emission lines* Somet inic past, F ranck put forward s 
new mception of loose molentlar formations due to Van der Waal's form be- 
t ~ -  two normal atoms without any real chemical binding Msvttew them. In 
the initial state of these Van der Waal's, molecules the valence electrons rotate 
with their spin vectors in the same swse, and them would be a strong force of 
rrpulsiw between them. Due to r&im there is a continually falling poten- 
tial curve with inneasing distance between the atomic centres till a p ~ t e n t d  
minimultl is reached as was theoretidly calculated for hydrogen by London and 
~ j - c h i ~ .  a As has bew suggested by Kuhn,: the heat of dissociation of such 
polarisatiun r n o l ~ l ~  f orn~ed by Van dm Wad k forces io the case of alkali metals, 
is of mnsidcrabIe amount and may lx of the order of that of true rnoleculs. In the 
excited sate ordinary molecular binding may occur. But as the diffuse lines are 
d a t e d  with atomic tines of the element in question, the binding in the excited 
state may also te vetg loose and Kuhtl put forward this pichue to explain the 
m a c e  of the one or two diffuse lines which he obtain4 by a repetition d 
the experiments with the alkali vapcars. As he, however, did not p&&te the 
existence of discrete vibrational levels corresponding to the lease molecular for- 
mations, his picture served better in explaining the -metric brmdeaing of 
the principal ~ r i e s  lines as observed by Winans * in the case of HE, Cd and Zn, 
than in explaining the appearance of two diffuse lines, w e  on egch side a€ 
the atomic absorption line, and in the latter reslwt his suggestion w m e d  to 
b rather artificial. 







